√
Type of study designs used Observational study √ Study population Women with NF1 and controls Reporting of search strategy should include √ Qualifications of searchers (eg, librarians and investigators)
The credentials of the investigators are provided in the author list.
√ Search strategy, including time period included in the synthesis and keywords PubMed and PMC from oldest record to December 2015.
Key words: "Neurofibromatoses", "Neurofibromatosis 1", "genes, Neurofibromatosis 1", and "Neurofibromatosis type 1" in combination with "breast neoplasms", "breast cancer", "malignancy", "neoplasm", "tumor", or "cancer."
The search was restricted to studies in human beings and publications in English language. √ Effort to include all available studies, including contact with authors
The references of all retrieved articles and recent reviews were also manually reviewed.
√ Databases and registries searched
PubMed and PMC √ Search software used, name and version, including special features used (eg, explosion)
We did not employ the use of special search software. Table 2 Results of sensitivity testing (eg, subgroup analysis)
We performed a subgroup analysis based on two age groups (< 50 or ≥ 50 years of age). Given that a small number of studies were included in the meta-analysis, we were selective about what subgroups/other factors to examine. We did not have any drastically different studies that we might have wanted to exclude and check sensitivity of the estimates. √ Indication of statistical uncertainty of findings 95% confidence intervals are presented with all summary effect estimates.
Reporting of discussion should include
Quantitative assessment of bias (eg, publication bias)
Quantitative assessment of publication bias was not performed. Publication bias here would arise from either of these cohorts if they are published because of high rates of cancer or other cohorts are not published because of low/normal rates. Since we aren't evaluating a treatment effect, the suppression of null studies is less of a concern here. We also limited ourselves to these 4 studies to avoid potential publication bias from case studies/series. We could make a funnel plot; however, with only 4 studies, it would not be any more informative than the forest plot that we already present. √ Justification for exclusion (eg, exclusion of non-English-language citations)
The details of the exclusion of studies are shown in Flow chart. We discussed that a large multi-center, long-term, follow-up prospective study or a national initiative should be conducted to better delineate the true risk of breast cancer in NF1, understand the etiology and natural history of breast cancer in this population, and to determine the optimal screening method and timing to allow for earlier breast cancer diagnosis and decreased breast cancer associated morbidity and mortality in women with NF1. √ Disclosure of funding source The funding information is shown in the text.
